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Unconditional Security From Noisy Quantum Storage
Robert König, Stephanie Wehner, and Jürg Wullschleger

Abstract—We consider the implementation of two-party cryptographic primitives based on the sole assumption that no large-scale
reliable quantum storage is available to the cheating party. We construct novel protocols for oblivious transfer and bit commitment,
and prove that realistic noise levels provide security even against
the most general attack. Such unconditional results were previously only known in the so-called bounded-storage model which
is a special case of our setting. Our protocols can be implemented
with present-day hardware used for quantum key distribution. In
particular, no quantum storage is required for the honest parties.
Index Terms—Cryptography, quantum computing.

I. NOISY-STORAGE MODEL: DEFINITION AND RESULTS

A. Motivation: Security From Physical Assumptions

he security of most cryptographic systems currently in
use is based on the premise that a certain computational
problem is hard to solve for the adversary. Concretely, this relies
on the assumption that the adversary’s computational resources
are limited, and the underlying problem is hard in some precise complexity-theoretic sense. While the former assumption
may be justified in practice, the latter statement is usually an
unproven mathematical conjecture. In contrast, quantum cryptographic schemes are designed in such a way that they provide
security based solely on the validity of quantum physics. No assumptions on the adversary’s computational power nor the validity of some complexity-theoretic statements are needed.
Unfortunately, not even the laws of quantum physics allow us
to realize all desirable cryptographic functionalities without further assumptions [37], [38], [39], [44], [45]. An example of such
a functionality is (fully randomized) oblivious transfer, where
, while Bob receives
Alice receives two random strings
together with the index . Security for this
one of the strings
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primitive means that neither Alice nor Bob can obtain any information beyond this specification. A protocol which securely implements oblivious transfer is desirable because any two-party
computation, such as secure identification, can be based on this
building block [23], [29].
In light of this state of affairs, it is natural to consider other
physical assumptions: motivated by similar classical models
[42], [43], the authors in [15], [16] and [54], [59], [61] propose
to assume that the adversary’s quantum storage is bounded
and noisy, respectively. The assumption of bounded quantum
storage deals with the noiseless case (but assumes a small
amount of storage), whereas the noisy-storage model deals with
the case of noise (but possibly a large amount of storage). Here,
we introduce a more general point of view which incorporates
both the amount of storage and noise. We refer to this simply
as the noisy-storagemodel. The previously considered settings
are special cases, as we will explain in the following.
Compared to the classical world, the assumption of limited
and noisy quantum storage is particularly realistic in view of
the present state of the art, and the considerable challenges
faced when trying to build scalable quantum memories. Indeed,
it is unknown whether it is physically possible to build noise
free memories. Further motivation for considering noise as a
resource for security over the mere assumption of bounded
storage comes from the fact that the transfer of the state of
a (photonic) qubit used during the execution of the protocol
onto a different carrier used as a quantum memory (such as an
atomic ensemble) is typically already noisy.
B. Contribution and Methods
We consider the noisy-storage model which was previously
introduced in [54], [59], and [61] where it appeared in a slightly
more specialized form. All previous security proofs in this
model required additional assumptions beyond having noise. In
particular, in the analysis of [61], the adversary was restricted
to performing individual attacks using product measurements
on the qubits received in the protocol. This is a significant
restriction as multiqubit measurements are possible even today,
and can be compared to an analysis of quantum key distribution
[4] where the eavesdropper is restricted to measuring each
qubit individually. We provide a fully general proof of security
against arbitrary attacks that bit commitment and oblivious
transfer can be achieved in the general noisy-storage model.
This encompasses and extends all previously considered settings [15], [16], [54], [59], [61]. As a side effect, we also
obtain significantly improved parameters for the special case
of bounded storage.
In order to obtain this result, we require a number of methods
that have not been used before either in the noisy- or boundedquantum-storage setting.
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1) We formally relate the security of our protocols to the
problem of sending information through the noisy-storage
channel. This is very intuitive, and much more natural than
previous approaches such as the restriction to individual
attacks in the noisy-storage model [61], or the assumption of bounded storage [16]. More specifically, we show
that a sufficient condition for security is that the number
of classical bits that can be sent through the noisy-storage
channel is limited. We introduce our generalized model in
Section I-C, and state our result in Section I-D.
2) We introduce a novel cryptographic primitive called weak
string erasure (WSE, see Section III) that may be of independent interest. We provide a simple quantum protocol
that securely realizes WSE in the noisy-storage model,
in which the honest parties do not require any quantum
memory at all to execute the protocol. Our protocol can be
implemented with present-day technology. In our security
proof, we require information-theoretic tools such as the
recently proven strong converse for channel coding [36].
3) We construct new protocols for bit commitment and oblivious transfer based on WSE, and prove security against arbitrary attacks. Our protocols are purely classical, merely
using the simple quantum primitive of WSE which is a conceptually appealing feature. We make use of various techniques such as error-correcting codes, privacy amplification, interactive hashing (IH), and min-entropy sampling
with respect to a quantum adversary.
Our work raises many immediate open questions and has already led to follow up work which we discuss in Section VI.

, as any further delay will only degrade his information furwhen anather. We can, thus, focus on the channel
. Note that since
lyzing security instead of the family
the adversary’s actions are assumed to be instantaneous, he can
use any error-correcting code even if the best encoding and decoding procedure may be difficult to perform. Summarizing, our
model assumes the following.
1) The adversary has unlimited classical storage and
(quantum) computational resources.
2) Whenever the protocol requires the adversary to wait for a
time , he has to measure/discard all his quantum infor.
mation except what he can encode (arbitrarily) into
This information then undergoes noise described by .
To see how previously analyzed cases fit into our model, note
that the bounded-storage model (BSM) corresponds to the case
is of limited input dimension, and is the identity on
where
Concretely, Damgård et al. [15] consider protocols with
qubits of communication and
for some paramwhich we call the storage rate. Security of certain
eter
protocols was established for
. Furthermore, the protocol proposed by Crépeau [11] for oblivious transfer is secure
if the adversary cannot store any quantum information at all,
. Previous work on the
corresponding to a storage rate of
noisy-storage model [61] analyzed protocols with qubits of
is an -fold tensor
communication, where the noise
product of a noisy single-qubit channel
(i.e.,
and
). Note, however, that in [61],
the adversary was further restricted to performing product measurements on the qubits received in the protocol (albeit otherwise fully arbitrary).

C. Noisy-Storage Model
Let us now describe more formally what we mean by a noisy
quantum memory. We think of a device whose input states are
in some Hilbert space
. A state stored in the device decoheres over time. That is, the content of the memory after some
, where
is a comtime is a state
pletely positive trace-preserving map (CPTPM) corresponding
to the noise in the memory. Since the amount of noise may of
course depend on the storage time, the behavior of the storage is
. We will
completely described by the family of maps
make the minimal assumption that the noise is Markovian, that
is a continuous one-parameter semigroup
is, the family
(1)
This tells us that the noise in storage only increases with time,
and is essential to ensure that the adversary cannot gain any information by delaying the readout1. This is the only restriction
imposed on the adversary who may otherwise be all-powerful.
In particular, we allow that all his actions are instantaneous, including computation, communication, measurement, and state
preparation.
How can we hope to obtain security in such a model? In our
which force
protocol, we will introduce certain time delays
.
any adversary to use his storage device for a time at least
Our assumptions imply that the best an adversary can do is to
read out the information from the device immediately after time
1This

property is implicitly assumed in [61].

D. Main Result
We now state our main result of establishing security in the
noisy-storage model against fullygeneralattacks for arbitrary
channels
. As explained, we form
a very natural relation between the security of our protocols
and the problem of transmitting information through the
noisy-storage channel2. More specifically, we prove that a sufficient condition for security is that the number of classical bits
that can be sent through the noisy-storage channel is limited.
As usual in cryptography, we would like to compare the adversary’s resources to those of the honest parties and/or the complexity of operations used in the protocol. Here, we parameterize these by the number of qubits transmitted during the
protocol. For the adversary’s storage, we therefore consider a
of storage devices. The quality of the adversary’s
family
storage can then be measured (for a fixed ) by the following
operational quantity: the success probability of correctly trans-bit string
through
mitting a randomly chosen
the storage device , which can be written as
(2)
where the maximum is taken over families of code states
on
and decoding positive operator valued
2The communication problem is equivalent to storing the string, and later
trying to read it from the device.
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measures (POVMs)
on
. We show that
security can be obtained for arbitrary channels with the property that the decoding probability decays exponentially above a
certain threshold.
Theorem I.1 (Informal Statement): Suppose that for the
family of channels
and the constant
there
and
such that for all
the
exist constants
decoding probability satisfies
(3)
Then, oblivious transfer and bit commitment can be imqubits of communication against an
plemented using
.
adversary whose noisy storage is described by the family
Moreover, the security is exponential in .
Remarkably, the statement of Theorem I.1 does not require
beyond its relation to the
any knowledge of the channel
coding problem. In particular, we do not need to assume that
is of tensor product form. This includes, for example, the
practically interesting case where errors are likely to occur
in bursts in the storage device, or the noisy channel itself has
memory. We discuss possible extensions and limitations of our
approach in Section VI. We point out that the length of the
input strings used in oblivious transfer and bit commitment per
communicated qubit depends on the exponent in (3); this is
hidden in the constant in the -expression in Theorem I.1.
Determining the constant is of course no easy task for arbitrary storage devices. To obtain explicit security parameters, we
thus proceed to consider the special case where the channels are
where is the number of qubits sent
of the form
is the storage rate. Our proof conin the protocol, and
nects the security of protocols in the noisy-storage model for
of . This provides
such channels to the classical capacity
a quantitative expression of our intuition that noisy channels
which are of little use for classical information transmission give
rise to security in the noisy-storage model. First of all, observe
leading to the expothat there can only exist a constant
of the channel
nential decay of (3) if the classical capacity
is strictly smaller than the rate at which we send information through the channel. This, however, is not sufficient, since
is not generally known to imply (3) for
.
which satisfy the
We are, therefore, interested in channels
following strong-converse property. The success probability (2)
decays exponentially for rates above the capacity, i.e., it takes
the form

(4)
In [36], property (4) was shown to hold for a large class3 of
channels, including the depolarizing channel [see (5) in the fol. Combining
lowing]. It was also shown how to compute
Theorem I.1 with (4), we obtain the following statement.
3The result in [36] applies to channels with certain covariance properties and
additive minimum output -Rényi entropy. Examples are all unital qubit channels, the Werner–Holevo channel, and the depolarizing channel.

=

Fig. 1. Our results applied to depolarizing noise F
N . The vertical
axis represents the noise parameter r , while the horizontal axis represents the
storage rate  . Our protocols are secure when the pair r;  is in the lower
region bounded by the solid blue curve. Security is still possible in the region
labeled with ’?’, but cannot be obtained from our analysis.

( )

Corollary I.2 (Informal Statement): Let
, and suppose
that satisfies the strong-converse property (4). If

then oblivious transfer and bit commitment can be implemented with polynomial resources (in ) and exponential
security against an adversary with noisy storage
.
For the special case of bounded (noise free) qubit storage
this gives security for
.
An important example for which we obtain security is the
-dimensional depolarizing channel
defined for
as
(5)
which replaces the input state with the completely mixed state
. For
, this means that the adversary
with probability
can store
qubits, which are affected by independent and identically distributed noise. It has been shown that the depolarizing
channel exhibits the strong-converse property [36]. To see for
which values of we can obtain security, we need to consider
the classical capacity of the depolarizing channel as evaluated
, i.e., qubits, it is given by
by King [31]. For

Fig. 1 shows the region in the
plane corresponding to
, where we allow qubits of comthe noise channel
munication in the protocol. This is obtained from Corollary I.2
satisfies the corresponding condi(the depolarizing channel
tions).
Comparison to the BSM: Depolarizing Noise: It was previously observed [52] that the case of depolarizing storage noise
) can be dealt with using results obtained in the
(i.e.,
BSM (i.e.,
) when the noise is sufficiently strong. More
precisely, the results in [15] can be extended to give nontrivial
statements if the “effective” dimension of the storage system is
, where is the number of qubits communicated
less than
in the protocol4. We sketch such a simple dimensional analysis
to illustrate that our model offers significant improvements over
4We compare the randomized oblivious transfer protocol in [15] to our protocol based on WSE.
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the bounded-storage analysis: we obtain security even at lower
noise levels and higher storage rates.
Concretely, consider the noise channel
(cf., (5) for
). Applying
systems
means that the
depolarizing noise to any of the
state on this system is replaced by the completely mixed state
. We can think of an indicator random
with probability
, where
is 1 if
variable
and only if the th qubit is replaced by the completely mixed
state. These “erasure” variables are independent and identically
. In
distributed Bernoulli variables with parameter
particular, the number of erasures

is distributed according to the binomial distribution with
trials, each of which succeeds with probability
.
We now assume that the adversary is given the location of the
in addition to the output of the channel. Note that
erasures
this can only make the adversary more powerful. Conditioned
, the “effective dimension” of his channel
on the locations
. Hence, we may think of an “effective”
is equal to
given by the random variable
storage rate

We know from the BSM analysis [15] that for
, the previously studied protocols provide security. Overall, we therefore
conclude that security can be obtained from the noisy channel
if
is exponentially small. Note that by Chernoff’s
inequality

In particular, we conclude that we obtain security for

Fig. 2. Security for depolarizing noise parameters (1;  ) with  < 1=4 was
established in the BSM. Our simple argument and our more refined protocols
and analysis give significantly improved parameters of  < 1=2 for the BSM,
for which the same argument extends security to the region bounded by the
green dot-dashed curve. However, our study still extends this region even further
by considering noisy instead of merely bounded storage (solid blue curve). We
stress that such a naïve dimensional analysis does not apply to other channels
(such as the two-Pauli channel), while our more refined analysis gives results
even in such cases.

. Our security results, thus, extend to this regime by our new
analysis. The fact that the entanglement-assisted capacity is
generally greater than the unassisted one suggests that such a
simulation-based approach is suboptimal: we are essentially
overestimating the adversary’s capabilities by allowing him to
use (noise-free, time-like) entanglement.
Let us give a simple concrete example that provides some intuition on why bounding the adversary’s information by the size
of his storage device is generally undesirable. Imagine that the
replaces the input qubits by a fixed
adversary’s channel
state with overwhelmingly high probability and leaves the input
. Clearly, the number
untouched with negligible probability
of noise-free qubits required to simulate this channel is equal
to , yet the adversary’s decoding probability will be exponentially small. Simply bounding the adversary’s information gain
in terms of his storage as in the bounded-storage analysis [15],
therefore, significantly overestimates his abilities.5

(6)
E. Techniques: WSE
Fig. 2 compares the curve of this equation (6) to the results we
will derive later. We see that for the noiseless case
, our
analysis provides security for storage rates
, extending
in [15]) in the BSM. This imprevious results (i.e.,
provement stems from the fact that (for oblivious transfer) our
protocol uses a different classical postprocessing based on IH
instead of the min-entropy splitting tool in [15]. Note that this
requires additional rounds of classical communication.
One may wonder whether a security proof may alternatively
be obtained based on the idea of simulating the storage noise
using a limited number of qubits. For channels
without memory, the quantum reverse Shannon theorem [5]
can be simulated using a certain number of
shows us that
(noise-free) qubits when the sender and receiver share entanglement. Hence, the total size of the system consisting of the
noise-free qubits and the entanglement is rather large. However,
as explained in [5], the theorem implies an exponential decay
of the decoding probability as in (4), but only for rates
greater than the entanglement-assistedcapacity of the channel

Before describing our protocols and proving Theorem I.1, we
give a short overview of the techniques involved.
First, we introduce a primitive called WSE, which may be of
independent interest. Our protocols for oblivious transfer and
bit commitment are then based on this primitive. WSE provides
, while Bob reAlice with a random bit string
, toceives a randomly chosen substring
gether with the index set
specifying the location of these bits. Security of WSE roughly means that Bob will
5One may argue that this example is artificial, and can easily dealt with by
“smoothing”: the channel is exponentially close to one which can be simulated
with no qubits at all. More complex examples exist even classically. Imagine
the adversary has some information B about a randomly chosen n-bit classical string X , where B is the result of sending the string X through a classical channel that outputs the first i 2 f1; . . . ; ng bits of X with probability
p = 2
for i < n and p = 2 1 2 for i = n. In cryptography, the adversary’s information is measured in terms of the min-entropy H (X jB ) = n 0
log(1=(n + 1)). Furthermore, H (B ) = log rank(B ) = n and for even for
a small smoothing parameter " = 2 , one still has H (B )  n 0 log(1=").
Knowing the size of B only gives us the trivial bound H (X jB )  H (X ) 0
H (B ) = 0, although the conditional min-entropy is almost maximal.
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remain ignorant about a significant amount of information about
, while security against Alice means that she does not learn
anything about (for a precise definition, we defer the reader
to Section III).
We provide a protocol for WSE in the noisy-storage model.
This protocol can be implemented with present-day hardware
used for quantum key distribution. In particular, it does not require the honest parties to have any form of quantum memory.
We prove security of this protocol for channels as stated in
Theorem I.1. Security against (even an all-powerful) Alice follows from the fact that the protocol only involves one-way communication from Alice to Bob. The security analysis in the presence of a malicious Bob limited by storage noise is more involved. Our proof combines an entropic uncertainty relation involving postmeasurement information [1], [15] with a reformulation of the problem as a coding scheme: essentially, the uncertainty relation implies that with high probability (over measurebefore
ment outcomes), Bob’s classical information about
using his storage is limited. We then show that this implies that
any successful attacker Bob needs to encode classical information at a high rate into his storage device. However, the assumed
noisiness of precludes this.
Having built a protocol for WSE, we proceed to present protocols for bit commitment and oblivious transfer. The case of
bit commitment is particularly appealing. It is essentially only
based on WSE and a classical code, and requires little additional
analysis. Our approach to realizing oblivious transfer is somewhat more involved. Here, WSE is combined with a technique
called IH [51]. The output of IH is a pair of substrings of , one
of which is completely known to Bob, while he only has partial
knowledge about the other. Privacy amplification [50] is then
used to extract completely random bits. The security analysis of
this protocol requires the use of entropy sampling with respect
to a quantum adversary [32].
As a side remark, note that Kilian [29] showed that oblivious
transfer is universal for secure two-party computation. In particular, bit commitment could be built from oblivious transfer,
but this reduction is generally inefficient.
II. TOOLS
We briefly introduce all necessary notation as well as several
important concepts that we will need throughout this paper.
For WSE, we require the notion of min-entropy (see Section II-B1), uncertainty relations (Section II-B3), as well as an
understanding of how storage noise leads to information loss
for the cheating party (Section II-C). In our protocols for bit
commitment and oblivious transfer from WSE, we additionally
require the concepts of smooth min-entropy (see Section II-B2)
and secure keys (see Section II-B4), respectively, and a number
of tools, namely privacy amplification (see Section II-D1),
sampling of min-entropy (see Section II-D2), and finally IH
(see Section II-D4).
A. Notation
. We use
For an integer , let
to refer to the set of all possible subsets of
including the empty set . For an -tuple

,

over a set and a (non-empty) set
,
for the subtuple
.
we write
We use upper case letters to denote a random variable distributed according to a distribution
over a set , and use
. Joint distributions of,
lower case letters for elements
on
are dee.g., three random variables
. Given a function
, any distribunoted by
tion
of a random variable
gives rise to another jointly
. The joint distribution
distributed random variable
is given by
(7)
where
is the Kronecker symbol. An important example is the
is a random bitstring and
is
case where
and have joint distribution
a random subset of , where
. In this case, the joint distribution
describes, e.g., a situation where some bits
of a string
are given, together with a specification of where these bits
are located in the original string.
to denote the set of bounded operators on a
We use
Hilbert space . A (quantum) state is a Hermitian operator
satisfying
and
. Quantum states can be
used to encode classical probability distributions: for a (finite)
and an orthonormal
set , we fix a Hilbert space
of
. This will be referred to as the
basis
computationalbasis. A probability distribution
on
can
then be encoded into the classical state ( -state)

Of particular interest is the uniform distribution over , which
denoted by the
gives rise to the completely mixed state on
shorthand

States describing classical information (random variables)
and truly quantum information, simultaneously, are termed
classical-quantum or cq-states. They are described by bipartite
systems, where the classical part of the state is diagonal with
be an
respect to the computational basis. Concretely, let
on
is a cq-state
additional Hilbert space. A state
if it has the form
(8)
encodes an ensemble of states
In other words, such a state
on
, where
is the conditional state on
given
. The notion of cq-states directly generalizes
to multipartite systems, where classical parts are diagonal with
respect to the computational basis. We often fix an ordering of
the multipartite parts, and indicate by or whether a part is
classical or quantum. We can also apply functions to classical
parts as before. For a function
(9)
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is the ccq-state encoding the pair
of classical random
variables (cc) distributed according to (7) as well as the quantum
information (q) (which depends only on in this case). Note
that in (9), the systems on the right-hand side are uniquely determined by the expression on the left-hand side. We will, thereon systems
fore, omit the braces below. Given a state
and , we also use
to denote the state obtained by tracing out
.
The Hadamard transform is the unitary described by the matrix

As an illustrative, yet important, example consider the following ccq-state on

in the computational basis
of the qubit Hilbert space
. For the -qubit Hilbert space, we let

We also call states of this form BB84-states.
Finally, we need a distance measure for quantum states on a
Hilbert space . We use the distance determined by the trace
for bounded operators
. We
norm
will say that two states
are -close if
, which we also write as

(12)
This state arises when encoding a uniformly random bit using
or the Hadamard basis
either the computational basis
chosen uniformly at random. Clearly, we have

where the last identity is a consequence of the fact that given
, the operation
can be undone, such that a subsequent
with cermeasurement in the computational basis provides
tainty. Note that this is a special case of the identity
(13)
for a general cq-state
with classical part , where
denotes the expectation value over the choice of , and
is the min-entropy of the conditional state

Returning to the state (12), it can also be shown [1] that
B. Quantifying Adversarial Information
Min-Entropy and Measurements: One of the main properties
of the WSE primitive is that the adversary’s (quantum) information about the generated bit string is limited. To make
this statement precise, we first need to introduce an appropriate
measure of information. Throughout, we are interested in the
case where the adversary holds some (possibly quantum) information about a classical random variable . This situation is
as in (8). A natural measure for the
described by a cq-state
amount of information gives about is the maximal average
success probability that a party holding has in guessing the
, this guessing probability
value of . For a given -state
can be written as
(10)

Smooth Min-Entropy: When building oblivious transfer from
WSE, we will need to employ a more general definition of the
min-entropy given in [49]. For arbitrary (not necessarily unit
, this quantity is
trace, or cq) bipartite density operators
defined as
(14)
where we use the subscript to indicate what state the quantity
refers to. In [34], it was shown via semidefinite programming
, definition (14) of
coduality that for a cq-state
incides with definition (11) in terms of the guessing-probability
. The advantage of (14) is that it allows us to max. This leads to the definition
imize over neighborhoods of
of smooth entropy [49], which is defined7 as

where the maximization is over all POVMs
on
. It
will be convenient to turn (10) into an conditional entropy-like
quantity, called the min-entropy, which is given by6
(11)
Note that the min-entropy was originally defined [49] for arbi, as we will discuss in more detail in
trary bipartite states
the following.

(15)
is a cq-state, the supremum
We will also use the fact that if
can be restricted to density operators
where is classical
and has the same range as the original . Definition (15) will be
convenient for our proof. Roughly, we will construct some state
7Unlike in [49], we require that half the 1-norm is bounded. This ensures that

6All

logarithms are taken to base 2.

H (X Q)
j



H (X Q)
j

if







.
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that has high min-entropy. We then show that the state created
during a real execution of the protocol is -close to this state.
By the aforementioned definition, the actual state generated in
the protocol has high smooth min-entropy.
A useful property of the smooth min-entropy is that it obeys
-state
a chain rule [49, Th. 3.2.12], which states that for any
, we have
(16)
is the size of the support of .
where
Uncertainty Relations for Post-Measurement Information:
When showing the security of WSE, we need to consider a
setting where an adversary can first extract some classical
given access to a quantum system and later
information
obtains some additional information . His objective is to
guess the value of a random variable . Suppose he applies a
to , and retains
measurement described by a POVM
only the measurement result . We can think of this as a CPTPM
. When he performs this measurement
on the -part of a cq-state
, we get

which is a cc-state (i.e., an encoded joint distribution
) if
is classical. Due to its definition, the min-entropy
is intimately connected with such measurements, and in fact it
is easy to see that

A generalization of this relation to smooth min-entropy is

(19)
This relation follows from [15, Corollary 3.4] using the standard
purification trick (cf. [64, Lemma 2.3]). Our construction of a
protocol for WSE will make essential use of (18) and(19).
Secure Keys and What it Means to be Ignorant: We will often
informally say that an adversary “does not know anything” or
“does not learn anything” or “is ignorant” about some random
variable , even when he holds some (quantum) information
. In terms of the cq-state
, this means that is uniformly
distributed on , and independent of , that is
(20)
given
Clearly, for such a state, the uncertainty about
is maximal, which in terms of the min-entropy means that
. For
as in (20), is also referred to
as an idealkeywith respect to .
In practice, we are generally forced to work with approximately ideal keys, where is called a -securekeywith respect
is -close to the ideal state
, that is
to if
(21)
This notion of a secure key behaves nicely under composition
[3], [33], [50].
C. Processes That Increase Uncertainty

(17)
This important identity relates min-entropies given quantum information to min-entropies given classical information
.
Returning to the example given in (12), let us consider what
happens if the adversary learns the basis information after
the measurement . In [1, Th. 4.7], it was shown [62] that the
minimal postmeasurement min-entropy optimized over all measurements obeys

To show the security of WSE, we need to capture the
amount of “uncertainty” that an adversary has as a result of
his noisy storage . First, let us consider general processes
which increase uncertainty. Note that from the definitions,
it is immediate [49, Th. 3.1.12] that the min-entropy satisfies the following monotonicity property: for every CPTPM
, we have
(22)
An important case is where
is bipartite, and
is the partial trace over the second system
. We
then get

which in the case of our example matches the min-entropy
without postmeasurement information . In our
security proof, we will need to consider repetitions of the
state (12), that is

where
strings, and
[1] that

and
are -bit
. It follows from [61, Lemma 2] and

(18)

(23)
reflecting the fact that “forgetting” information makes it harder
to guess .
Inequality (22) is insufficient for our purposes, and we will
need a more quantitative estimate on the increase of entropy due
to a channel representing the adversary’s memory. Clearly,
such an estimate will depend on properties of . Here, we express the bound in terms of the function
introduced in
(2). Intuitively, the following lemma shows that the uncertainty
after application of to is related to the problem
about
of transmitting classical bits through the channel , where the
number of bits is given by the min-entropy of .
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Lemma II.1: Consider an arbitrary cq-state
and a
. Then,
CPTPM
.
Proof: Let
. It is well known (see e.g.,
with min-entropy at least
[55]) that probability distributions
are convex combinations of “flat” distributions, i.e., uniform
distributions over subsets of of size . In other words, there
is a joint distribution
, where is distributed over subsets
of size , such that

1969

This implies that the distribution
on the set

Accordingly, we can rewrite

has weight at least

(26)
as a convex combination

(27)
. From (27), we conclude that
. By the monotonicity of the distance
under CPTPM, it therefore suffices to show that
Set

The distribution
together with
whose partial trace is equal to
we get

gives rise to a state
. Again using (23),

For this purpose, note that

(28)
is given by the expression

By property (13) of the min-entropy when conditioning on classical information, we have
(24)
where

In particular, by using (13) again, we have

denotes the expectation value, and
is the min-entropy of the conditional

(29)

state
Using Lemma II.1 (applied to the conditional state
we conclude that
Now, we use the fact that
, and the definition of

is uniform over a set of size
. This leads to

),

(30)
The claim (28) immediately follows from(30) and (29).

(25)
Combining (24) with (25) gives the claim.
We now give a straightforward but important generalization
of this result.
Lemma II.2: Consider an arbitrary ccq-state
be arbitrary. Let
arbitrary CPTPM. Then

, and let
be an

Proof: Clearly, the statement for
implies the statebecause a CPTPM cannot increase distance.
ment for any
To prove the statement for
, we consider the quantities
of the conditional states
, together with
over defined by the state
. Applying
the distribution
Markov’s inequality
for any real-valued
random variable and constant
, we obtain

D. Defeating a Quantum Adversary: Essential Building Blocks
In order to build oblivious transfer and bit commitment from
WSE, we will employ three additional tools: first, we require
privacyamplification against a quantum adversary [49], [50] as
explained in Section II-D1. For oblivious transfer, we also need
the notion of min-entropy sampling outlined in Section II-D2.
In particular, we discuss how min-entropy about classical information is approximately preserved when considering randomly
chosen subsystems. We then show in Section II-D4 how random
subsets can be chosen in a cryptographically secure manner with
a protocol called IH.
Privacy Amplification: Intuitively, privacy amplification allows us to turn a long string , about which the adversary
holds some quantum information , into a shorter string
about which he is almost entirely ignorant. The maximal length of this new string is directly related to the min-enfrom Section II-B. In order to obtain this new
tropy
string, we will need a two-universal hash function. Formally, a
is called two-universal
function
and uniformly chosen
, we
if for all
.
have
Theorem II.3 (Privacy Amplification [49], [50]): Consider
a set of two-universal hash functions
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, and a cq-state
, where
is an -bit string. De, i.e., is a random variable unifine
. Then
formly distributed on , and independent of

W
for all
.
is
It is important to stress that the extracted key
secure even if the adversary is given in addition to . Theorem II.3 immediately gives rise to a procedure allowing parties
to extract a key secure against
sharing some random variable
an adversary holding . Indeed, one party can simply use indeuniformly at random, and
pendent randomness to pick
distribute (publicly) the value of . Because two-universal hash
functions can be efficiently constructed (e.g., using linear functions [10]), this privacy amplification protocol is efficient [7],
[9], [27].
Min-Entropy Sampling: For oblivious transfer, we will make
use of the sampling property of min-entropy which was first
established by Vadhan [58] in the classical case, and in [32] for
, where
the classical-quantum case. Consider a cq-state
is an -bit string. An important property of
smooth min-entropy is that the min-entropy rate

D

;

W
W

W
W

D

W

Fig. 3. Concept of IH. Honest Bob has input
. IH creates substrings
and
such that there exists 2 f0 1g with
=
, where is unknown
to Alice, and Bob has little control over the choice of
.

Lemma II.4 (Min-Entropy Sampling, [32] Combined With
[65]): Let
be a cq-state, where
is an
-bit
string. Let

be a lower bound on the smooth min-entropy rate of
given
. Let
be a constant, and assume
are such that
(32)
be the uniform distributions over subsets of
and let
size . Then

of

(31)
is approximately preserved when considering a randomly
chosen substring
of
. In some sense, we can, therefore,
think of (31) as the (average) min-entropy of an individual bit
given .
The corresponding technical statement is slightly more involved. In essence, it requires to pick a subset from a distribuover subsets of
with certain properties ( needs to
tion
be a so-called averagingsampler, see e.g., [22]). For concreteis uniformly disness, we consider the special case where
. Vadhan’s result for the
tributed over subsets of size
classical case [58] then shows that, for sufficiently large , we
have

with high probability over the choice of , for some small
and
. An analogous statement for the cq-case is given in
[32]. A major difference is that the result in [32] for the quantum
to be a block, i.e., a -bit string instead of a
setting requires
single bit.
Since our work is mainly a proof of principle, we do not yet
care about optimality or efficiency. We therefore choose to
be uniform over all subsets of a fixed size . Furthermore, it is
sufficient for our purposes to ensure that the min-entropy rate
decreases by at most a factor of 2. Note that for technical reasons, the results in [32] requires the bit string to be partitioned
into blocks of size . A result in [65] shows, however, that the
same bound must also hold for uniform bitwise sampling. This
leads us to the following statement, which we derive by specializing the results in [32] and combining it with the result in [65]
(see Appendix A for details).

Aborting a Protocol: As our protocols allow players to be
malicious, they may abort simply by not sending a message.
One way to handle this is to add a special symbol “aborted”
to the definition of each primitive, and to handle this case separately in the protocol and the proof. For simplicity, we will take
a different approach here. Whenever a player does not send any
message8 (or a message that does not have the right format), the
other player simply assumes that a particular valid message was
sent, for example, the string containing only zeros. Obviously,
the malicious player could have sent this message himself, so
refusing to send a message does not give any advantage to him.
From now on, we will, therefore, assume that all players always
send a message when they are supposed to.
IH: A final tool we need is IH [18], [19], [51] first introduced
in [47]. This is a two-party primitive where Bob inputs some
, and Alice has no input. The primitive then generstring
,
, with the property that one of the two
ates two strings
. For a protocol implementing this primitive, security
equals
is intuitively specified by the following conditions: Alice does
. Connot learn which of the two strings is indeed equal to
versely, Bob should have very little control over the other string
created by the protocol. Fig. 3 depicts the idealized version of
this primitive.
More formally, the following is achieved in [19, Th. 5.6],
where we refer to [51] for the exact parameters used in the security condition for Alice.
Lemma II.5 (IH [19], [51]): There exists a protocol called
IH between two players, Alice and Bob, where Alice has no
8Note that to decide whether Alice has sent a message requires to have an
upper bound on the delivery time of a message.
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Fig. 4. Ideal functionality of string erasure. The actual WSE is somewhat
weaker. However, a dishonest party cannot gain significantly more information
from the protocol than provided by the “box” depicted above.

input, Bob has input

and both players output
, satisfying the following.
Correctness: If both players are honest, then
and
such that
. Furthermore,
there exists a
is uniform on
.
the distribution of
and there
Security for Bob: If Bob is honest, then
exists a
such that
. If Bob chooses
uniformly at random, then
is uniform and independent of
Alice’s view.
Security for Alice: If Alice is honest, then for every subset

Note that even though this is not explicitly mentioned in [51],
aborts need to be treated as explained in Section II-B3 to achieve
Lemma II.5.
III. WSE IN THE NOISY-STORAGE MODEL
We are now ready to introduce our main primitive. After
giving a precise security definition in Section III-A, we present
a protocol for realizing this primitive in the noisy-storage
model. We will subsequently show that the protocol satisfies
the given security definition.
A. Definition
“Strong” Versus WSE: In an ideal world, string erasure
would realize the ideal functionality depicted in Fig. 4. It takes
no inputs, but provides Alice with a uniformly distributed -bit
, while Bob receives a
string
and the substring
random subset
. The set of indices would be randomly distributed over
all the set
of all subsets of . Intuitively, we think of the
complement of as the locations of the “erased” bits.
Ideally, we would like to realize the functionality in Fig. 4
in such a way that even a dishonest party cannot learn anything
at all beyond what is provided by the box. Unfortunately, this
definition is too stringent to be achieved by our protocol. We,
therefore, relax our functionality to WSE, where the players may
gain a small amount of additional information. More precisely,
we allow a dishonest Bob to learn some information about
possibly different from
. However, we demand that his
is limited: given a dishonest Bob’s
total information about
, he still has some residual amount of uncertainty
system
about
. For a dishonest Alice, we essentially retain the strong
security property that she does not learn anything about the set
of indices that Bob receives. In order to obtain bit commitment
and oblivious transfer later on, we also demand one additional
property that may seem superfluous from a classical perspective,
at the end
namely that Alice is “committed” to a choice of

1971

of the protocol. This difficulty arises since unlike in a classical
setting, a dishonest Alice may, for example, store some quantum
information and perform measurements only at a later time. This
after the protocol is
may allow her to determine parts of
completed. Security against such attacks is subtle to define in
a quantum setting. To address this problem, we define security
that could have been obin terms of an “ideal” state
tained by an honest Alice by preparing some state on
using
(i.e., by postprocessing). Our security definition then deshared by dishonest Alice and
mands that the actual state
honest Bob after the execution of the protocol has the same form
.
as the partial trace of the ideal state, that is,
Formal Definition: In the following definition of WSE, we
for the resulting state at the end of the protocol if both
write
if Alice is dishonest and
if Bob
parties are honest,
is dishonest. Our definition is phrased in terms of ideal states
denoted by that exhibit all the desired properties of WSE.
We then demand that the actual states created during a real
execution of the protocol are at least -close to such ideal states
no matter what kind of attack the dishonest party may perform.
Definition III.1: An
WSE scheme is a protocol between Alice and Bob satisfying the following properties.
Correctness: If both parties are honest, then the ideal state
is defined such that
1) The joint distribution of the -bit string
and the subset
is uniform
(33)
2) The joint state
the ideal state

created by the real protocol is equal to
(34)

with
.
where we identify
Security for Alice: If Alice is honest, then there exists an ideal
such that
state
gives Bob about
is lim1) The amount of information
ited

2) The joint state
to the ideal state

created by the real protocol is -close

where we identify
with
.
Security for Bob: If Bob is honest, then there exists an ideal state
, where
and
such that
1) The random variable is independent of
and uniformly distributed over

2) The joint state
created by the real protocol condition
on the event that Alice does not abort is equal to the ideal
state
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= ( ...

)

01

=

Fig. 5. Protocol as a circuit. Alice chooses a random string x
x ; ; x 2 f ; g . She then encodes the bits in random bases specified by 
and sends the corresponding quantum states to Bob. Bob measures in random bases specified by 
 ; ;  2 f ; g obtaining
measurement outcomes x
x ; ; x . Upon reception of the basis string  , Bob determines the locations where he measured in the same basis by computing the bitwise xor  8 
 8  ; ;  8  . He subsequently discards the bits he measured in the wrong bases (indicated by ?: this replaces the
classical input symbol by an erasure symbol).

( ; . . . ;  ) 2 f0; 1g

~ = (~ . . . ~ )
~ = ( ~ ...

~)

where we identify
with
.
to be uniform when Bob is
Note that we do not require
dishonest. To show security of bit commitment and oblivious
has high min-entropy. The
transfer, we will only require that
condition that the real state is close to an ideal state having high
min-entropy means that the real state has smooth min-entropy
as outlined in Section II.

~ = (~ . . . ~ )

01

for a storage rate
,
satis2) Suppose
fying the strong-converse property (4) and having capacity
bounded by

Let
. Then, Protocol 1 is an
WSE protocol for sufficiently large , where

B. Protocol
We now consider a simple protocol achieving WSE in the
noisy-storage model using BB84-states. Other encodings are
certainly possible, and we will discuss some of the implications of this choice of encoding in Section VI. This protocol
is essentially identical to the first step of known protocols for
quantum key distribution [4], [64]. However, as explained in the
previous section, our security requirements differ greatly as we
are dealing with two mutually distrustful parties.
Protocol 1: WSE
Outputs:
to Alice,
to Bob.
and
1: Alice: Chooses a string
uniformly at
bases-specifying string
random. She encodes each bit in the basis given by
(i.e., as
) and sends it to Bob.
uniformly
2: Bob: Chooses a basis string
at random. When receiving the th qubit, Bob measures
it in the basis given by to obtain outcome . [Both
parties wait time .]
to Bob, and outputs
3: Alice: Sends the basis information
.
, and outputs
4: Bob: Computes
.
Our main claim is the following.
Theorem III.2 (WSE): 1) Let
and let Bob’s storage
be given by
. Then, Protocol 1 is an
WSE protocol with min-entropy rate

and error
(35)

It is easy to see that the protocol is correct if both parties are
is chosen unihonest: if Alice is honest, her string
formly at random from
as desired, and if Bob is honest,
whenever
for a random
he will clearly obtain
. The remainder of Section III is, thus, devoted
subset
to proving security if one of the parties is dishonest. In Section III-C, we use the properties of the channel to show that
the protocol is secure against a dishonest Bob. In Section III-D,
we argue that the protocol satisfies Definition III.1 when Alice
is dishonest.
C. Security for Honest Alice
We now show that for any cheating strategy of a dishonest
Bob, his min-entropy about the string
is large. Before turning to the proof, we first explain in Fig. 6
how our model restricts the actions of Bob in our protocol.
At time , Bob receives an encoding of a classical string
which he would like to reconstruct as
accurately as possible. To this end, he can apply any CPTPM
with the following property:
for any input state on
, he obtains an output state
, where
is the quantum information he will
put into his quantum storage, and is any additional classical
information he retains. Note that we allow an arbitrary amount
may be arbitrarily large9. We
of classical storage, that is,
call the map Bob’s encoding attack.
We can think of the encoding attack as being composed
where Bob first applies
of two steps,
an arbitrary CPTPM
, and
subsequently performs a measurement
on
. The outcome of this measurement forms his classical
. For example, Bob can measure some
information
of the incoming qubits, or encode some information using an
9It is sufficient for any adversary to store
[1].
string

2

2

bits, one for each possible basis
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1973

Fig. 6. Most general structure of a cheating Bob. Bob’s action at time t consists of a CPTPM E , followed by a (partial) measurement K, where he may use an
arbitrary ancilla  . At time t
t, Bob can try to reconstruct x
x ;
;x
given the content F Q of the storage device, the classical measurement
K Q , and the basis information 
 ;
; .
result K

= ( ~)

+1

= ( ...

)

= ( ...

Fig. 7. This circuit shows the interaction between a dishonest party Alice and
an honest Bob. Alice sends some n-qubit register Q and n classical bits  to
Bob, and also retains some possibly quantum register T . Honest Bob computes
I and X as before. This generates an overall state 
, where Alice’s
and T .
information A after execution consists of the classical string

~

2

error-correcting code. The joint state before his storage noise is
applied is, hence, given by

(36)

where
is the conditional state on
conditioned on the
string
, the basis choice
, and Bob’s classical
. Here, we used the abbreviation
measurement outcome
. The state (36) is completely determined by Bob’s
encoding attack at time .
Bob’s storage
then undergoes noise described by
, and the state evolves to
.
, Bob additionally receives the basis information
At time
. The joint state is now given by

)

( )

1)
2)
where
is given by (37). In particular, if, for some
, we have
, then
is
exponentially close (in ) to a state
with constant min.
entropy rate
Proof: We use the notation introduced in (37). By definition(15) of the smooth min-entropy, statements (1) and
(2) follow if we show that the smooth min-entropy rate
is lower bounded by the expression on the
right-hand side in (2). By the uncertainty relation (19), we have

Using Lemma II.2 applied to
after the noise
for
ideal state and

, we conclude that
there exists the claimed

where the final inequality follows from the monotonicity
property of the success probability
for
and the fact that
because
for any
.
Let us specialize Theorem III.3 to the case where
product channel.

is a tensor

Corollary III.4: Let Bob’s storage be described by
with
, where satisfies the strong-converse property (4), and
(37)
where Bob holds
about
information

. We now show that Bob’s
is limited for large .

Theorem III.3 (Security for Alice): Fix

and let

Then, for any attack of a dishonest Bob with storage
, there exists a cq-state
such
that

Fix
, and let
be defined by (35).
Then, for any attack of a dishonest Bob, there exists a cq-state
such that
1)
2)
where
is given by (37).
Proof: Substituting by
and by
, the strongconverse property (4) turns into
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Fig. 8. In the security proof, we put an intermediate “simulator” between Alice and Bob to generate the state 
. We will show that the security definition
III.1 is satisfied with 
. The simulator measures the quantum register in the basis specified by the bit string. He then encodes the measurement result
X^ = (X^ ; . . . ; X^ ) into randomly chosen bases.

for sufficiently large . The claim then follows from Theorem
III.3 by setting
.
Theorem III.3 and Corollary III.4 establish the first part of
Theorem III.2. It remains to analyze the security against a dishonest Alice.
D. Security for Honest Bob
When Alice is dishonest, it is intuitively obvious that she is
unable to gain any information about the index set , since she
never receives any information from Bob during our protocol.
Yet, in order to obtain bit commitment and oblivious transfer
from WSE, we require a more careful security analysis. Fig. 7
depicts the form of any interaction between a cheating Alice
and an honest Bob. Since Alice takes no input in the protocol,
her actions are completely specified by the state
she
is an -qubit register that she
outputs, where
sends to Bob (in the case where Alice is honest, this encodes the
),
is some classical -bit string (in the case where
string
is an auxiliary
Alice is honest, this encodes the bases), and
register of Alice corresponding to the (quantum) information
she holds after execution of the protocol. In the actual protocol,
an honest Bob proceeds as shown in Fig. 5.
at time , an honest Bob mea1) Upon receipt of
sures in randomly chosen bases specified by the string
, obtaining measurement
outcomes
.
at time
, he
2) After receiving
and
, and
computes the intersecting set defined by
.
the corresponding substring
The protocol, thus, creates some state
, where
is Alice’s information, and
is the information obtained by Bob. Note that this state can be obtained from
because is a function of
and
, and
is a
and .
function of
Theorem III.5 (Security for Bob): Protocol 1 satisfies security
for honest Bob.
Proof: We now construct a state
with the required
properties. For simplicity, we give an algorithmic description of
this state. It is obtained by letting Alice and Bob interact with
a simulator which has perfect quantum memory. Note that this
simulator is purely imaginary and is merely used to specify the
. However, we will later show that
desired ideal state
the real state created during the protocol equals this ideal state
on the registers held by Alice and Bob. Fig. 8 summarizes the
actions of the simulator.
in the bases
1) First, the simulator measures the -qubits
, obtaining measpecified by the bits
.
surement outcomes

2) Second, the simulator re-encodes the measurement outusing randomly chosen bases specified by
comes
. He then sends the
). We
corresponding qubits to Bob (i.e., the states
.
call this quantum register
3) Finally, the simulator provides Bob with the basis string
.
replaced by
An honest Bob proceeds as before, but with
, and
replaced by the simulator’s
the simulator’s string
quantum message
. As before, Alice’s information
consists of the string
and her (quantum) system .
held by Alice and Bob can be obtained from
The state
, noting that
.
has the properties required by DefLet us argue that
inition III.1. First, observe that

since both
and
are chosen uniformly and independently
at random by the simulator and Bob, respectively. Since the set
consists of those indices where
and
agree, we conclude
that is uniform on the set of subsets of , and independent
of
. That is, the previous identity implies
(38)
as desired. It remains to prove that the state created during the
real protocol equals this ideal state, that is
(39)
, honest Bob (interacting
To produce the state
. Since
with the simulator) measures all qubits in the bases
, we could instead apply the
we are only interested in
first measurement and re-encoding (by the simulator) and the
second measurement (by Bob) only on the qubits in without
, we have
,
affecting the output. But since for all
the re-encoding and the second measurement are always in
the same basis, and can, therefore, be removed. Therefore, the
can also be produced in the following way. Let
state
. We first choose
Alice output registers
uniformly at random. Then, we measure all qubits in
in
to get
, and output registers
. Since
bases
all qubits in the complement
are discarded anyway, we
without affecting the reduced state
can measure them in
. But this is exactly what happens in the real protocol
producing the state
, which implies (39).
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Fig. 9. Sufficient condition for achieving security (for storage rate 
C < .

1975

= 1) is that the noise parameter r lies below the threshold given above. This is equivalent to

Fig. 10. Tradeoff between  and r . Security can be obtained for the qutrit depolarizing channel below the solid blue line and the two-Pauli channel below
the dashed red line. Note, however, that for the same storage rate, the dimension
of the storage system is larger for the qutrit than for the qubit channel.

E. Application to Concrete Tensor Product Channels
We examine the security parameters that we can obtain for
several well-known channels. A simple example is the -dimensional depolarizing channel defined in (5), which replaces
the input state with the completely mixed state with proba. Another simple example is the one-qubit two-Pauli
bility
channel [30]

Both these channels obey the strong-converse property (4) (see
[36]), allowing us to obtain security of WSE by Corollary III.4.
For simplicity, we first consider the case where the storage
, that is, Bob’s storage system is
, i.e.,
rate is
copies of a -dimensional system, and his noise channel is
. We first determine the values of that allow for a
secure implementation of WSE. By Corollary III.4, the capacity
. The table given
of the channel must be bounded by
in Fig. 9 summarizes the relevant parameters.
, we may again
When allowing storage rates other than
consider the regime where our proof provides security. Fig. 10
examines this setting for the qutrit depolarizing channel and the
two-Pauli channel, respectively.
To determine the exact security of the protocol, we need to
compute the min-entropy rate

as stated in Corollary III.4. For the class of channels
considered in [36], the strong converse property (4) was shown to be satisfied with the function
given by

Fig. 11. Value of the min-entropy rate  for the qubit depolarizing channel
(dashed red line) and the qutrit depolarizing channel (solid blue line) as a func: . Using qutrits means
tion of the noise parameter r , for 
and 
that the dimension of the overall storage system is higher, and we expect the
resulting higher capacity to lead to a smaller min-entropy rate . Our analysis
confirms this intuition.

=1

= 0 01

where
is the minimum output -Rényi-entropy of the
channel. For the -dimensional depolarizing channel [see (5)],
we may rewrite this expression [31] as

Fig. 11 shows how the min-entropy rate
relates to the noise
parameter for the qubit and qutrit depolarizing channels for a
and error
. The figure shows that
storage rate of
the min-entropy rate we can achieve in our protocol is directly
related to the amount of noise in the storage.
IV. BIT COMMITMENT FROM WSE
A. Definition
Informally, a standard commitment scheme consists of a
Commit and an Open primitive between two parties Alice and
Bob. First, Alice and Bob execute the Commit primitive, where
, and Bob has no input. As output,
Alice has input
.
Bob receives a notification that Alice has chosen an input
Afterward, they may execute the Open protocol, during which
Bob either accepts or rejects. If both parties are honest, Bob
always accepts and receives the value . If Alice is dishonest,
however, we still demand that Bob either outputs the correct
or rejects (binding). If Bob is dishonest, he should
value of
not be able to gain any information about
before the Open
protocol is executed (hiding).
Here, we make use of a randomized version of a commitment
as depicted in Fig. 12. This simplifies both our definition, as well
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where we identify
with
.
Security for Alice ( -hiding): If Alice is honest, then for any
created by the Commit protocol, Bob does not
joint state
learn

Fig. 12. Randomized string commitment. Alice receives a random C 2
f0; 1g from Commit. During the Open phase, Bob outputs C~ and F . If both
~ = C and F = accept. If Alice is dishonest, Bob
parties are honest, then C
~ = C if F = accept. To obtain a stanoutputs F 2 faccept; rejectg, but C
dard commitment, Alice can send the extra message indicated by the dashed
line.

as the protocol. Instead of inputting her own string
, Alice
from the Commit protocol.
now receives a random string
of her choice,
Note that if Alice wants to commit to a value
she may simply send the xor of her value with the random comto Bob at the end of the Commit protocol.
mitment
To give a more formal definition, note that we may write the
and
, reCommit and the Open protocol as CPTPMs
spectively, consisting of the local actions of honest Alice and Bob,
together with any operations they may perform on messages that
are exchanged. When both parties are honest, the output of the
for some
Commit protocol will be a state
is the classical output
fixed input state , where
of Alice, and and are the internal states of Alice and Bob,
respectively. Clearly, if Alice is dishonest, she may not follow the
to denote the resulting map. Note that
protocol, and we use
may not have output , and we, hence, simply write
for the resulting output state, where
denotes the register of a
todenotetheCPTPMcordishonest Alice.Similarly,weuse
responding to the case where Bob is dishonest, and write
for the resulting output state, where
denotes the register of a
dishonest Bob.
The Open protocol can be described similarly. If both parties
creates the
are honest, the map
, where
state
and
is the classical output of Bob. Again, if
to denote the resulting CPTPM
Alice is dishonest, we write
, and if Bob is dishonest, we write
for
with output
. The following definithe resulting CPTPM with output
tion is similar to the one given in [15], but slightly more general.
Definition
IV.1:
An
randomizedstringcommitmentscheme is a protocol between
Alice and Bob satisfying the following properties.
Correctness: If both parties are honest, then the ideal state
is defined such that
1) The distribution of
is uniform, and Bob accepts the
commitment

2) The joint state
created by the real protocol is
-close to the ideal state

Security for Bob ( -binding): If Bob is honest, then there exists
such that for all
an ideal cqq-state
1) Bob almost never accepts

2) The joint state
to the ideal state

created by the real protocol is -close

B. Protocol
Let
. To construct our protocol based on WSE, we will
need a binary
-linear code
, i.e., a linear
elements and minimal distance
.
code with
be a function that outputs a
Let
parity-check syndrome for the code . Let
be a two-universal hash function as defined in
Section II-DI
Protocol 2a: Commit
Inputs: none. Outputs:
to Alice.
-WSE. Alice gets
1: Alice and Bob: Execute
, and Bob gets
and
.
and sends and
2: Alice: Chooses
to Bob.
and stores . Bob stores
3: Alice: Outputs
.
Protocol 2b: Open
Inputs: none. Outputs:
and
to Bob.
to Bob.
1: Alice: Sends
2: Bob: If
or
, then he outputs
and
. Otherwise, he outputs
and
.
Our main claim of this section is the following.
Theorem IV.2 (String Commitment): The pair (2a, 2b) of protocols (Commit,Open) is an
-randomized string commitment scheme based on one inWSE.
stance of
of the comThe length
mitment depends on our choice of code . Since we require
, we need
to be small compared to , which
that
for
.
means that we need codes for which
A simple construction of codes that satisfy this can be based
, which are
on Reed–Solomon codes[48] over the field
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-linear codes. We can convert these codes
-linear codes by simply
into binary
bits. For
,
mapping each field element to
we have
, since
whenever
. Therefore, with these codes, we can achieve
, i.e., our commitment rate is roughly
.

, then Bob
First of all, note that if Alice sends
. It thus remains to analyze the case of
outputs
. Note that we may write

C. Security Proof
We again show security for Alice and Bob individually. Recall that if Bob is dishonest, our goal is to show that his inforis negligible. The intuition behind this proof is
mation about
that WSE ensures that Bob’s information about the string
is limited. Via privacy amplification, we then obtain that his information about , which is the output of a two-universal hash
, is negligible.
function applied to
Lemma IV.3 (Security for Alice): The pair of protocols
(Commit,Open) is
-hiding.
be the cq-state created by the execution
Proof: Let
of WSE. From the properties of WSE, it follows that there exists
such that
and
a state
. This implies that

where the last equality follows from the fact that Bob always
.
rejects if
We now show that the remaining term is small. Note that if
, and
, the distance between
and
is at least . We also know that for our choice of
, the distance between
and
is at most
. Hence,
has distance at least
to
. Since Alice does not know
and every
is in with probability , Bob accepts with
. Hence, we obtain
probability at most

By the chain rule [see (16)], we get
as promised.
Using privacy amplification (Theorem II.3), we then get that

as promised.
To show security for honest Bob, we need the following propis linear, i.e., for
erty of linear codes. Note that the function
all codewords
and , we have
. Therefore, for any
and
with
and
, we have that the string
is the all zero string
. From this, it follows that
is a codeword different from . Since all codewords
have weight at least , it follows that
and
have
except
distance at least .
The intuition behind the following proof is the observation
of a string
that WSEs ensure that Bob knows the substring
. The properties of the error-correcting code limit the set of
consistent with this substring and the given synstrings
drome ; this implies that Alice will be detected with high
probability if she attempts to cheat.
Lemma IV.4 (Security for Bob): The pair of protocols
(Commit,Open) is -binding.
be the state shared by Alice and Bob
Proof: Let
after the execution of WSE. From the properties of WSE, it folsuch
lows that there exists a state
that
, where
. Let
be the
that satisfies
, and let
closest string to
. We will now show that the state
created during the Commit protocol satisfies the binding condition.

It remains to show that the protocol is correct. This follows
essentially from the properties of WSE. However, we still need
close
to demonstrate that the state we obtain from WSE has
to uniform.
Lemma IV.5 (Correctness): The pair of protocols
(Commit,Open) satisfies correctness with an error of at most
.
Proof: Let
be the state at the end of the protocol.
It follows directly from the properties of WSE that
. It remains to show that this state is close to the ideal state
. By the same arguments as in Lemma IV.3, it follows that
. Hence, we also have
.
V. 1–2 OBLIVIOUS TRANSFER FROM WSE
A. Definition
We now show how to obtain 1–2 oblivious transfer given
access to WSE. Usually, one considers a nonrandomized version of 1–2 oblivious transfer, in which Alice has two inputs
, and Bob has input a choice bit
.
, and Alice receives
At the end of the protocol, Bob receives
no output. The protocol is considered secure if the parties do
not gain any information beyond this specification, that is, Alice
about which
does not learn and there exists some input
Bob remains ignorant.
Here, we again make use of fully randomized oblivious
transfer (FROT). Fully randomized oblivious transfer takes no
to Alice, and
inputs, and outputs two strings
a choice bit
and
to Bob. Security means that
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3) Security for Bob: If Bob is honest, then there exists an ideal
such that
state
1) Alice is ignorant about

2) The real state
created during the protocol is
-close to the ideal state

Fig. 13. Fully randomized 1–2-oblivious transfer when Alice and Bob are
honest. Intuitively, if one of the parties is dishonest, he/she should not be able
to obtain more information from the primitive as depicted above. The dashed
messages are exchanged to obtain nonrandomized oblivious transfer from
FROT.

if Alice is dishonest, she should not learn anything about .
and
are
Similar to WSE, we also demand that two strings
created by the protocol. Intuitively, this ensures that just like
in a classical protocol, we can again think of the protocol as
being completed once Alice and Bob have exchanged their final
message. If Bob is dishonest, we demand that there exists some
such that Bob is entirely ignorant about
random variable
. That is, he may learn at most one of the two strings
which are generated.
Fully randomized oblivious transfer can easily be converted
into “standard” oblivious transfer as depicted in Fig. 13 using
the protocol presented in [8] (see also [2]). To obtain nonrandomized 1–2 oblivious transfer, Bob sends Alice a message in. Note that since Alice does not know
dicating whether
, she also does not know anything about . If
, Alice
, and
, otherwise she sends
sends Bob
and
. Clearly, if Bob does not learn anything about
,
he can learn at most one of
and [2], [8].
We now provide a more formal definition, which is very similar to the definitions in [15] and [21].
FROT is a protocol between Alice
Definition V.I: An
and Bob satisfying the following.
1) Correctness: If both parties are honest, then the ideal state
is defined such that
1) The distribution over

,

and

where we identify
.
Again, we allow the protocol implementing this primitive to
abort, but demand that the security conditions are satisfied if the
protocol does not abort.
B. Protocol
We now show how to obtain an FROT given access to WSE.
As in Section III, honest players never abort the protocol. If
the dishonest player refuses to send correctly formed messages,
the honest player chooses the messages himself. Note that we
require the same also from the IH protocol: If one player aborts
it, the other terminates the interaction and proceeds to simulate
the remainder of the protocol himself. Indeed, this is needed to
satisfy Lemma II.5, which does not deal with aborts. By inspection of the protocols, it is easy to see that the honest player can
indeed simulate all the other player’s messages in this way.
To obtain some intuition for the actual protocol, consider the
following naïve protocol, which we only state informally. It
makes use of a two-universal hash function
.
Protocol 3’: Naïve Protocol (informal)
Outputs:
1:

is uniform

2) The real state
created during the protocol is
-close to the ideal state
2:
(40)
where we identify
and
.
2) Security for Alice: If Alice is honest, then there exists an
, where
is a random variable on
ideal state
, such that
1) Bob is ignorant about

2) The real state
created during the protocol is
-close to the ideal state

3:
4:
5:

to Alice, and
to Bob
Alice and Bob: Execute WSE. Alice gets a string
, Bob a set
and a string
. If
, Bob randomly adds elements to and pads
the corresponding positions in with 0s. Otherwise,
he randomly truncates to size
, and deletes the
corresponding values in .
Alice and Bob: Execute IH with Bob’s input equal to a
. Interpret the outputs
and
description of
as descriptions of subsets
and
of .
and sends them to Bob.
Alice: Chooses
.
Alice: Outputs
with
, and
from .
Bob: Computes
He outputs
.

For now, let us neglect the fact that the outputs of IH are
strings, and assume that the subset
generated by the IH
not
protocol is uniformly distributed over subsets of size
equal to . The string
is then obtained by sampling from
the string , which by the definition of WSE has high min-entropy. We, therefore, expect the value
to be uniform and independent of Bob’s view. This should imply security for Alice,
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whereas security for Bob immediately follows from the properties of IH.

of
are known to Bob, that is, she
not know which bits
is ignorant about the index set . This implies that essentially
any partition of the bits is consistent with Alice’s view. In particular, she does not gain much information from the particular
partition chosen by Bob. Finally, the properties of IH ensure that
she cannot gain much information about which of the two final
strings is known to Bob.

Protocol 3: WSE-to-FROT
such that
is a multiple of
Parameters: Integers
. Outputs:
4. Set
to Alice, and
to Bob
-WSE. Alice gets a string
1: Alice and Bob: Execute
, Bob a set
and a string
. If
, Bob randomly adds elements to and pads
the corresponding positions in with 0s. Otherwise, he
, and deletes the
randomly truncates to the size
corresponding values in .
2: Bob:
1) Randomly chooses a string
corresponding to an encoding of a subset
of
with
elements.
2) He randomly chooses a permutation
of the entries of , such that he knows
(that is, these bits are permutation of the bits of ).
Formally, is uniform over permutations satisfying
and
,
the following condition: for all
.
we have
3) Bob sends to Alice.
3: Alice and Bob: Execute IH with Bob’s input equal to .
with
.
They obtain
and sends them to Bob.
4: Alice: Chooses
5: Alice: Outputs
.
6: Bob: Computes , where
, and
from
. He outputs
.
To use IH in conjunction with subsets, the actual protocol
, where
needs an encoding of subsets
is the set of all subsets of
of size
. Here, we choose
such that
, and an injective encoding
, i.e., no two strings are mapped to the same subset.
Note that this means that not all possible subsets are encoded,
but at least half of them. We refer to [19] and [51] for details on
how to obtain such an encoding. Note that since not every subset
. To
has an encoding, we cannot simply take
uniformly at random,
solve this problem, we first choose a
and then choose a random permutation such that Bob knows
in
.
the subset encoded by

Lemma V.3 (Security for Bob): Protocol WSE-to-FROT satisfies security for Bob.
denote the joint state at the end of the
Proof: Let
is the quantum output of a malicious Alice
protocol, where
is the classical output of an honest Bob. We conand
that satstruct an ideal state
isfies
.
First, we divide a malicious Alice into two parts. The first
part interacts with Bob in the WSE protocol, after which the
. From the properties
state shared by Alice and Bob is
of WSE, it follows that there exists an ideal state
such that the reduced state satisfies
.
as input and interacts with
The second part of Alice takes
Bob in the rest of the protocol. To analyze the resulting joint
, we can use the properties of WSE, and let
output state
the second part of Alice interact with honest Bob starting from
. The protocol outputs a state
,
the state
where
denotes all classical communication during the pro,
,
, and
can be
tocol. Note that the values ,
for
computed from . Let
. We obtain the state
by taking the partial
trace of
. From the construction of this state
, it follows directly that
and the fact that
and
. Hence

It remains to be shown that Alice does not learn anything
about , that is,
. From the prop. Since
erties of WSE it follows that
, the reBob randomly truncates/extends such that
sulting set is also uniformly distributed over all subsets of size
and independent of . Hence, conditioned on any fixed
, the permutation is uniform and independent of .
is also uniform and independent of
It follows that the string
and . From the properties of IH, we are guaranteed that is
uniform and independent of Alice’s view afterward, and hence

Theorem V.2 (Oblivious Transfer): For any constant
and
, the protocol WSE-to-FROT
-FROT from one instance
implements an
of
-WSE, where
.
Since this study is a proof of principle, we may choose
.
However, if we were to look at a more practical setting, choosing
other values of can be beneficial.
C. Security Proof
We first show that the protocol is secure against a cheating
Alice. Intuitively, the properties of WSE ensure that Alice does

Second, we show that the protocol is secure against a cheating
Bob. We again first give an intuitive argument. We have from
WSE that Bob gains only a limited amount of information about
. The properties of IH ensure that Bob has very
the string
little control over one of the subsets of bits chosen by the IH.
Therefore, by the results on min-entropy sampling, Bob only
. Privacy amplihas limited information about these bits of
fication can then be used to turn this into almost complete ignorance.
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Lemma V.4 (Security for Alice): Protocol WSE-to-FROT satisfies security for Alice with an error of

Proof: Let
be the cq-state created by the execution
of WSE. From the properties of WSE, it follows that there exists
such that
and
a state
, which implies that

Since the permutation is chosen by Bob based on his quantum
information , it follows from (22) that

where
is Bob’s part of the shared quantum state after he has
sent to Alice.
Recall that our goal is to show that Bob has high min-entropy
restricted to one of the subsets generated by
about the string
the IH protocol. Our first step is to count the subsets which are
bad for Alice in the sense that Bob has a lot of information about
. We then show that the probability that both sets chosen via
the IH primitive lie in the bad set is exponentially small in .
With Lemma II.4, we conclude that for the uniform10 distriof size
bution over subsets

Let
be the shared quantum state after the IH,
is Bob’s part of that state. From (43), it follows that
where
, or more precisely, there exists an ideal
there exists a
state
with
,
such that

(44)
Note that Bob may use his quantum state during the IH, but he
cannot increase the probability of (43) this way. Furthermore,
any processing may only increase his uncertainty. Let be the
event that the inequality in the argument on the left-hand side of
(44) holds. Let

and let
and
be calculated as stated in the protocol. Using
are indepenthe chain rule [see (16)] and the fact that
dent, we get

Using privacy amplification (Theorem II.3), we then have conditioned on the event that

(41)
(45)
where
size

. Let
be the set of all subsets of
that result in small min-entropy, i.e.

since

which follows from
Since we have considered the uniform distribution over all subof size
, we conclude from (41) that
sets of
Let
state. Since

(42)
is injective,
In the first inequality, we have used the fact that
i.e., every element in the image has exactly one preimage. In the
. By the third
last inequality, we used the fact that
property of the IH, we conclude that

be Bob’s part in the output
, we get

and

Since
, this implies the security condition for Alice, with
.
a total error of at most
Finally, we show that the protocol is correct when Alice and
Bob are both honest.

(43)
10Note

that, in the protocol, we do not actually sample from the uniform distribution over subsets; the bound (41) is merely used in a counting argument
here to establish that the number of “bad” subsets is limited, c.f (42) in the following.

Lemma V.5 (Correctness): Protocol WSE-to-FROT satisfies
correctness with an error of
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Proof: Let
. We have to show that the state
at the end of the protocol is close to the given ideal
. Using the Hoeffding bound [57], the probastate
has less than
elements
bility that a random subset of
. Hence, the probability that Bob has
is at most
to pad with 0s (which are likely to be incorrect) when both parties are honest is at most . Let be the event that this does not
happen. It remains to show that the state
is close to
. Note that the correctness conthe given ideal state
dition of WSE ensures that the state created by WSE is equal to
, where
. Since
and
are chosen independently of
,
and
have a
each. Since
, it
min-entropy of
is independent and -close
follows from Theorem II.3 that
to uniform. Since dishonest Bob is only more powerful than
honest Bob, we furthermore have from Lemma V.4 that also
is independent and uniform except with an error of at

been shown to satisfy the strong converse property, and hence
lead to security in our model [24]. Alternate forms of WSE using
high-dimensional states have been investigated using our techniques to show that in the limit of large , security in BSM holds
as long as a constant fraction of transmitted states is lost (i.e.,
) [40], and the security of an eavesdropper with a noisy
memory device in QKD was investigated [6]. A practical implementation is in progress [20].
Extending security: Clearly, it is desirable to extend the security guarantee to a wider range of noisy channels. The limiting
factor in obtaining security from a noisy storage described by
was the fact that we require the sufficiency condito hold (see Corollary I.2), where is the
tion
storage rate and
is the classical capacity of . The constant
is a result of using BB84-states, and stems from a corresponding uncertainty relation using postmeasurement information [41]. It is a natural question whether we can go beyond this
bound using BB84-encodings.
For channels with small classical capacity, our study reduces
security to proving a strong converse for coding. Of considerable practical interest are continuous-variable channels: our results are also applicable in this case, given a suitable bound on
the information-carrying capacity.
A more challenging question is to extend security to entirely
different classes of channels than considered here. Our results
are currently restricted to channels without memory. Possibly
the most important class of channels to which our results do
not apply are those with high classical capacity. This includes,
for example, the dephasing channel whose classical capacity
is 1. Security tradeoffs for such a channel are known [28] for
the case of individual storage attacks [61]. For the fully general
case considered here, it is not a priori clear whether small classical capacity is a necessary condition for security. Our security
proof overestimates the capabilities of the malicious party by
expressing his power purely by his ability to preserve classical
information. Completely different techniques may be required
to address this question.
Another way to extend our security analysis is to combine
our protocols with computationally secure protocols to achieve
security if the adversary either has noisy quantum storage or is
computationally bounded. This can be achieved by using combiners (see [25], [26], and [46]). For oblivious transfer, the same
can be achieved using the techniques in [8], [12], [14], and [66],
which only requires the use of a computationally secure bit commitment scheme.
Limits for security: We have found sufficient conditions for
security in the noisy-storage model. For concrete channels,
these conditions give regions in the plane parameterized by
the storage rate and the noise level (cf. Fig. 1) where security
is achievable. Establishing outer bounds on the achievability
region is an interesting open problem. Corresponding necessary
conditions could become practically relevant as technology
advances.
Note that when the adversarial player is restricted to individual storage attacks, the optimal attacks are known [54]. It is
an open problem whether the fully general coherent attacks considered here actually reduce the achievability region. In contrast,
both kinds of attacks are known to be equivalent in QKD [49].

, where we used the fact that Bob is also
most
. Finally, by the same arguments as
honest during WSE
in Lemma V.3, we have that is uniform and independent of
and . Hence

Since the extra condition on the permutation implies that Bob
can indeed calculate
from
, we have that
. Using
, we get

Finally,

,
, and
give us
. Adding up all errors and noting that

gives our claim.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
We have shown that secure bit commitment and oblivious
transfer can be obtained with unconditional security in the
noisy-storage model. We have connected the security of our
protocols to the information-carrying capacity of the noisy
channel describing the malicious party’s storage. We found a
natural tradeoff between the (classical) capacity of the storage
channel and the rates at which oblivious transfer and bit commitment can be performed: higher noise levels lead to stronger
security.
The connection between capacities of channels and security
turns out to be directly applicable to a number of settings of
practical interest. At the same time, our study raises several immediate questions concerning the exact requirements for security in the noisy-storage model. It has already led to follow-up
work: our technique of relating security to a coding problem
has been used to construct another, simpler, protocol for oblivious transfer [53], albeit at the expense of requiring significantly
more noise in memory to achieve security. Other channels have
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Our study is merely a proof of principle. For practical realizations of our protocols, the following issues need to be addressed.
Efficiency: One can reduce the amount of classical computation and communication needed to execute our protocols by
using techniques from derandomization. In particular, we could
use the constant-round IH protocol and the efficient encoding of
subsets from [19], randomness-efficient samplers (see, for e.g.,
[22]), and extractors (see, for e.g., [35], [55], and [56]) instead
of two-universal hash functions.
In practice, both the security parameter and the number of
bits in the commitment or oblivious transfer are fixed constants.
Savings in communication may then be obtained by using alternative uncertainty relations (i.e., generalizations of (18), which
).
is tight [1] for
Composability: We have shown security of oblivious transfer
and bit commitment with respect to security definitions that
are motivated by composability considerations. This should ensure that the protocols remain secure even when executed many
times e.g., sequentially. It is, however, an open problem to show
formal composability in our model as has been done in the setting of bounded-storage [21], [63]. To this end, a composability
framework for our setting needs to be established.
Robustness: We have considered an idealized setting where
the operations of the honest parties are error free. In particular,
the communication channel connecting Alice and Bob was assumed to be noiseless. In real applications, both the BB84-state
preparation by (honest) Alice, the communication, and the measurement of (honest) Bob will be affected by noise. To guarantee
security even in such a setting, we can apply the error-correction
techniques in [54]. However, it remains to determine the exact
tradeoff between the amount of tolerable noise of the communication channel (parameterized e.g., by the bit error rate) and the
amount of noise in the malicious player’s storage device [13].
We conclude with a few speculative remarks on potential applications of our study. Note that, in contrast to key distribution,
general two-party computation is also interesting at short (physical) distances. An example is the problem of secure identification [17], where Alice wants to identify herself to Bob (possibly
an ATM machine) without ever giving her password away. Our
approach could be extended to realize this primitive in a similar way as in [54]. It would be interesting to find a new and
more efficient protocol based directly on WSE. The setting of
secure identification is especially suitable for our model, since
the short distance between Alice and Bob implies that their communication channel is essentially error free. At such short range,
we could also use visible light for which much better detectors exists than are presently used in quantum key distribution.
Note that Alice only needs to carry a device capable of generating BB84-states and allowing her to enter her password on
a keypad. This device does not need to store any information
about Alice herself, and hence, each user could carry an identical device which is completely exchangeable among different
(trusted) users at any time. In particular, this means that Alice’s
password is not compromised even if the device is lost. Finally,
note that Alice’s technological requirements are minimal. She
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only needs a device capable of generating BB84-states. This
could potentially be small enough to be carried on a key chain.
APPENDIX
PARAMETERS FOR SAMPLING—PROOF OF LEMMA II.4:
For the proof of Lemma II.4, we first recall the definition of
a sampler.
)-averaging sampler is a probDefinition A.1: An
ability distribution over subsets
with the property that
for all
we have

Choosing subsets of a fixed size at random is a prime example
of a sampler; this is the sampler we will use. The parameters of
this sampler are as follows.
and let
be the uniform distriLemma A.2: Let
bution over subsets
of size
. Then,
is an
sampler for every
and
.
Proof: Fix
and
. In [32, Lemma 2.2],
was shown to be a
-sampler. The claim then
follows from the fact that
.
Replacing
by
, the following lemma follows directly
from [32, Lemma 6.15 and Lemma 6.20]. The proof follows the
same step as the proof of Theorem 6.18 in [32].
be a cq-state, where
Lemma A.3: Let
with
, and let
be an
-averaging sampler supported on subsets of size
. Then

where

and
.
Specializing Lemma A.3 to the sampler defined by Lemma
A.2 gives the following statement.
Lemma A.4 (Min-Entropy Block Sampling [32]): Let
be a cq-state as in Lemma A.2, and let

be a lower bound on the smooth min-entropy rate of
given
. Let
be a constant, and assume
are such that
(46)
be the uniform distributions over subsets of
Let
. Then

where

.

of size
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Proof: Because of the definition of smooth min-entropy
and the fact that partial traces do not increase distance, it suffices
. By Lemma A.2 and Lemma
to establish the claim for
A.3, we have

if

. Here, we used the inequalities

(47)
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maps all elements in
3.2.12]) implies

into

. Strong subadditivity ([49, Th.

Note that from
it is possible to calculate
, and
vice-versa. Furthermore, since
is chosen independently of
, we have

Since

Note that the condition
. Setting
for
that

is satisfied if
and
and using
again, we get

was chosen uniformly and independently of
and
,
is independent of
and
. Setting
, we can apply (49) to the state
and get a
bound on
, which then directly implies
.
the same bound for
Lemma II.4 now immediately follows by combining Lemma
A.4 with Lemma A.5.
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In particular, this implies that
(48)
Combining (47), (48) with
and
gives the claim.
Instead of grouping the
bits into blocks
,
let us now look at a normal bit string
. The
following lemma has been proven in [65] and shows that the
bound in Lemma A.4 can also be achieved if the sample is a
subset of size
chosen bitwise uniformly at random.
Lemma A.5 (Min-Entropy Block Sampling Implies Bit
Sampling [65]): The bound of Lemma A.3 also applies if the
sample is chosen bitwise uniformly. More generally, assume
that
are such that the following holds. For
all cq-states
with
,
and
, we have
(49)
is the uniform distribution over subsets of
of size
where
. Let
be the uniform distribution over subsets of
of
size . We then have

for all cq-states

with

and

.
Proof: Let
be a cq-state where
.
Let
be chosen uniformly at random from all subsets
of size
and let
be a random subset of size
chosen blockwise as in (49) (that is, after rearranging
into a collection of -bitstrings). Let
be a permutation chosen uniformly at random, but such that it
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